
Game Play
Shuffle the deck and deal 9 
cards face down to each player. 
Players may look at their cards.

Each player selects a card from 
their hand and places it face 
down in front of them. This is 
your center card.

On turn 1, Player 1 places a card 
from their hand face down on 
their opponent’s board. Player 
2 does the same. When both 
cards are played, flip to reveal. 

On turn 2, Player 1 places a 
card from their hand face 
down on their own board. 
Player 2 does the same. When 
both cards are played, flip to 
reveal. 

Continue in this pattern – 
alternating play on each board 
–  until the boards are full. 

Score the outcome to 
determine the winner!

Scoring
Points are scored for 
matching cards horizontally, 
vertically, or diagonally.

• Score 2 points for each pair 
of adjoining cards.
• Score 6 points for each run 
of 3 adjoining cards.
• Score 8 points for a 4-card 
square.

Subtract 1 point for every 
card that fails to score.

A head-to-head or solo 
strategy card game

Ages 7+

Solo Play
Shuffle the deck and deal 9 
cards face down into each of 
two stacks. 

Choose one stack as the 
Challenge deck. Reveal these 
cards and stack by suit. The 
Challenge Score will be 9 plus 
the highest number of cards in 
a single suit. 

Without looking at your 
remaining cards, deal 4 cards 
face down in the corners of 
the board.  

Look at your remaining cards. 
Place one card face up on the 
board and then flip one of the 
face-down cards. Continue in 
this pattern until all cards are 
revealed.

Score as normal. If you beat 
the Challenge Score, you win!
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4 runs of 2
1 runs of 3 

1 non-scoring
13 points total 9 + 5 = 14 point Challenge Score
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